
NEW LISTING

REF. ALT49299

€3,725,000 House / Villa - For sale - New listing
Excellent 4 Bedroom house / villa with 603m² garden for sale in Albir, Costa Blanca
Spain »  Costa Blanca »  Altea »  Albir »  03581

4
Bedrooms  

6
Bathrooms  

1,021m²
Floorplan  

1,126m²
Plot size  

603m²
Garden
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OVERVIEW

Villa for sale in Albir: Completely renovated, with terrace,
pool, four bedrooms, garage and chill out terrace with
exterior fireplace and jacuzzi.

Located in the peaceful town of Albir, this property has been completely renovated to
offer a lifestyle of luxury and modernity on the Costa Blanca. Distributed over two
floors, the main floor captivates with an integrated living room, dining room and
kitchen, bathed in natural light that enters through an impressive window. A design
masterpiece, this bay window can be opened completely, merging the interior with a
spectacular terrace, equipped with a barbecue and a sparkling private pool.
Additionally, the main floor houses four bedrooms, each with its own en-suite
bathroom and an exquisitely designed dressing room, offering unparalleled privacy
and comfort.

Descending to the ground floor, you access a large garage and storage room,
providing generous space for vehicles and storage, adding a discreet but essential
layer of functionality to the property. Above, the upper floor surprises with a
magnificent chillout terrace, a perfect outdoor sanctuary to relax and enjoy the
impressive views of the surroundings. Equipped with an exterior fireplace for cool
nights and a jacuzzi for maximum comfort, this terrace becomes the epicenter of
entertainment and well-being.

With the best finishes and the latest technology, this property exudes elegance and
sophistication in every detail. From the designer flooring to the cutting-edge lighting
fixtures, each element has been carefully selected to create a sublime living
experience. The inclusion of a wine cellar and a lift further elevates the status of this
residence, offering an additional touch of luxury and convenience for its lucky
residents.

In short, this completely renovated property in Albir encapsulates the pinnacle of
contemporary luxury on the Costa Blanca. With its stunning design, exceptional
amenities and idyllic location, it represents a unique opportunity for those seeking a
dream life in one of the most desirable regions of Spain.

lucasfox.com/go/alt49299

Sea views, Mountain views, Terrace,
Swimming Pool, Heated swimming pool,
Garden, Private garage, Lift,
Period features, Period Building,
Natural light, Underfloor heating, Parking,
Walk-in wardrobe, Views, Utility room,
Transport nearby, Storage room,
Service entrance, Renovated, Pet-friendly,
Panoramic view, Outdoor kitchen,
Open kitchen, Near international schools,
Heating, Exterior, Equipped Kitchen,
Double glazing, Domotic system, City views,
Chill out area, Built-in wardrobes,
Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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